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Victor Hess 
measured the 
ionization rate of 
our atmosphere 
with balloon 
experiments 
M. Bertolotti, 2013  
Celestial Messengers  

ten balloon 
flights from 
1911 to 1913 
both in day and 
night, even one 
in 1912 on the 
occasion of a 
nearly total 
Solar eclipse, 
with 
electroscope .   

observed 
variations of CR 
intensity along 
latitude was 
consistent with 
charged particles 
being deflected 
by the 
geomagnetic 
field. 

1934 Baade and Zwicky suggested that CR 
may originate from SN explosions based on the 
energy argument



Identify SNRs as CR 
accelerators

Energetic electrons have been identified in SNRs 
through detection of synchrotron radiation in 
both radio and X-ray wavelengths. 

Evidence for pion decay from accelerated 
protons is revealed in the γ-ray observation of 
SNRs recently.



Funk  2015 

Middle aged SNR 
～104 yrs Shell type SNR 

～103 yrs 

Historical SNR 
<1000yrs 

Pion 
bump 



Pion-decay signature

Implications based on 
observed spectral shape 

Smooth transition from 
GeV to TeV

Dominated by
hadronic emission

One emission 
component or 
similar origin



Fermi LAT dataà color map 
VLA radio maps à 
green contours  
shocked CO clumps à 
black ellipse  
OH masers à black crosses 
Uchiyama 11 

EGRET centroid  Δ , MAGIC 
centroid     , VERITAS centroid  
★, and Fermi LAT Centroid u.   
Abdo et al 2010
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Implication based on  multi-
wavelength image morphology

1. The GeV and TeV emission regions are well 
correlated with each other in space.

2. The high energy γ-ray emission region is spatially 
correlated with the molecular cloud interaction region.

3. The brightest γ-ray emission region is not well 
correlated with non-thermal radio emission region.

Middle aged 
SNRs: IC 443, 
W44, W28 and 
W51C 



Escaping CRs

Molecular 
clump

Molecular 
clump

SNR 
interior

Forward shock

Direct interaction

CR background

e.g. Gabici et al 2009 

Uchiyama et al 2010 

Interclump medium

Interclump medium



Direct interaction scenario for 
radiative SNRs

Chevalier 99 
Radiative shell dominates 
the radio emission and 
MC interaction region 
dominates the gamma ray 
emission 

Layer 1:
shocked
shell

Unshocked clump
possibly illuminated 
by escaping CRs

~1cm-3

~104cm-3

γ-ray(pion-decay)
radio(synchrotron)

Layer 2:
Shocked
clump

strong γ-ray
suppressed radio

+

Estimation of 
mass in layer 1 
and 2 



Diffusive 
shock 
acceleration 
plus 
adiabatic 
compression 

Underproduce  
TeV emision  

Drury 1983 

IC 443 

Tang&Chevalier 14 with modification 

Exponential cutoff due to limited age of the remnant,  
same as Uchiyama et al 10 

Requiring low ionization rate of  
preshock medium, Ushock<100km/s 



Spectral shape depends on 
t/τ, τ=4κ/U2

κ(p,x) is the diffusion coefficient and 
U(p,x) is the flow velocity

Bromwich 
integral 

Time dependent diffusive shock 
acceleration in the test particle 
limit

Re-acceleration of pre-existing CR
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Undergo diffusive shock

acceleration for Δt

Initial input
spectrum
F1(p1)  

Accelerated 
spectrum
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Initial input 
spectrum

Continuous injection of the same input spectrum

spectrum of accumulated particles 
after diffusive shock acceleration 

Δt1

Δt2

Δt3

Log(p2/p1) ~ Δtpcrit



Steady state spectrum 

pcrit

Reaches the steady 
state DSA spectrum 
below pcrit  

Remains the original 
input CR spectrum 
above pcrit
 

Spectral 
hardening

If κ~ pσ, spectral 
hardening at high 
energy ~0.5σ

F large p, t/τ is small,
diffusion dominates 
advection

Tang&Chevalier 15 
 

pcrit



Energy independent diffusion with tage/τ=2tMC/τ=2 and 
filling factor f =0.2
Pion-decay emission maintains the pre-existing CR 
spectrum shape at high energy

Data points are  
taken from 
Ackermann et al 13 , 
Albert et al 07,  
Acciari et al 09  
and Tavani et al 10  
 

IC 443 Could be 
extended to 
crushed cloud 
model 
Uchiyama et al 
10

Tang & Chevalier15 



Energy dependent 
diffusion with 
σ=0.5 and filling 
factor f=0.15 

Spectrum  
hardening 

IC 443 

W44 

Energy dependent 
diffusion with 
σ=0.5 and filling 
factor f=0.3 
 
Tang&Chevalier 15 

Tang&Chevalier 15 



Summary and future work
A shell-clump interaction model focusing on radiative 
SNRs could explain the radio and γ–ray morphology 
of SNRs like IC 443.

Time dependent DSA solution could help explain the 
γ-ray emission from GeV to TeV band. It also implies 
a spectral hardening around 100 GeV for strong 
energy dependent diffusion. 

Unification of escaping scenario (escaping and 
upstream particles) and direct interaction scenario 
(downstream particles). 

Transition from thermal injection dominated seed 
particles to pre-existing CR particles.


